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OUR VALUES
CUSTOMER FIRST

GREAT PEOPLE

EXCELLENCE

COMPETITIVE PRICING

We don’t take lightly the
trust you’ve placed in us
as your event rental and
fabrication provider. We
are here only to serve at
the pleasure of you – our
customer!

Our people are what really sets us apart from our
competition. We hire happy people and train them
to be great at their jobs.

We are always looking for
ways to delight our customers and improve our
work.

Is your event rental and
fabrication
company
charging so much that it’s
hard to make a profit?

We listen to our customers, our employees and
what the market is doing.
We do this to ensure that
you – our customer – are
getting the best of the
best!

…Then it’s time for a
change. Blue Nova Designs guarantees you a
great product for less!

We strive to do all that we
can to make sure you are
satisfied. We think ahead
to anticipate your needs,
and meet them!
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We teach our install crew
how to put up professional, great-looking event
rentals every time!

www.bluenovadesigns.com

OUR CLIENTS
We work with some of the best in the business. We are proud of our work and our
long-term relationships with our valued customers.
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PIPE AND DRAPE
Better Pipe and Drape
Black Flats
White Flats
Dress Kits
Control Drape
Portable Rooms
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BETTER PIPE AND DRAPE
At Blue Nova, we are careful with the details, so that you get
professional results every time!

ARE YOU TIRED OF BAD DRAPE?
At Blue Nova Designs, we do pipe and drape––only better! Pipe and drape seems simple enough, right? But the difference is in the details. We teach our install crew how to put up professional, great-looking event rentals every time.
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Give us a chance to WOW you!
We are confident you’ll see Blue Nova difference!
www.bluenovadesigns.com
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WHITE FLATS | BLACK FLATS
Our White and Black Flats are a beautiful and modern alternative to Pipe and Drape.
With super clean lines, your event will look stunning with our Black and White Flats.
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DRESS KITS
We carry Dress Kits for projection screen surrounds that match our drape.
Our Dress Kits are installed with a high level of details so the finished result
looks great every time. Available in any size to fit your screen.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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CONTROL DRAPE
Perfect for hiding sound boards and equipment, our 3’ high Control Drape has a flat matte finish and a linen
look and feel. Made of IFR fabric. Opacity - 60% blackout.

PORTABLE ROOM
Our portable room drape is great for dressing rooms, green rooms, hiding catering areas, or even as a photo
booth. The drape can be from 8’ to 10’ high available in black, white or gray.
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TILES
Warrior
Trail Blazer
Sharp
Directional
Crag
Cubix
Plexi
Hedge
Impression
Chevron Impression
Star
Satellite
Stretch
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WARRIOR
Our Warrior Tile is designed to be incredibly simple and beautiful. These modular tiles are modular can be used to fit any size
stage. Each Tile can be rotated to achieve a different look.
Size: 23.5” x 23.5”
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TRAIL BLAZER
A Nashville original, the Trail Blazer tile is a
modern take on the wagon wheel. With a hint of
western style, this tile is the perfect scenic design
for your Nashville event.
Size: 20” x 20”

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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SHARP
This innovative 3-dimensional panel is stunning!
SHARP can also be used “backwards”creating a
concave, rather than convex, pattern which presents
truly unique light effects. This tile looks amazing in
combination with other tile designs.
Size: 23.5” x 23.5”
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DIRECTIONAL
Keep things moving in the right direction with
our Directional Tiles. They can be used in a
wall or a stand-alone tower.
Size: 20” x 20”

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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CRAG
The Crag is of the most creative projection surfaces ever!
It is a triangular dimensional panel created for projection
mapping and dynamically lit scenic. 43” long on each
side with a rise of 12” to the center point.
Size: 43” x 43”
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CUBIX
Cubix helps to create additional surfaces for projection or
a more directional pattern. Rotate and arrange this panel
to produce sets with massive impact.
Size: 23.5” x 23.5”

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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PLEXI
These modern, translucent
panels are sleek and understated. They add interest
and a sense of calm.
Size: 24” x 24”

HEDGE
Our textured HEDGE Tiles
simulate boxwood bushes.
Use them to create a backdrop
with natural elements.
Size: 20” x 20”
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IMPRESSION
Our 3D Impression Panels are
crinkled in all the right ways.
They take light beautifully and
add depth to your stage.
Size: 20” x 20”

CHEVRON IMPRESSION
Blue Nova’s Exclusive
CHEVRON Tiles bring a new take
on an old favorite. Each tile is
10”x 20” and nest together.
Size: 10” X 20”

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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STAR

Show your love for Nashville
and all things Southern with
our Star Tiles. They take light
beautifully.
Size: 20” x 20”

SATELLITE

Using, a simple and modern
design, our Satellite Tiles are
outta this world.
Size: 19.5” x 19.5”

STRETCH

We have white and black
stretch tiles. They can be
interchanged to create fun
blackout designs.
Size: 20” x 20”
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EVENT RENTALS
Cube Columns
Half Hoop Columns
Picassos
Circle Cubes
LED Light Boxes
Step and Repeat Media Backdrops
Red Rope and Stanchion
Red Carpet
Stage Flooring
Stage Skirts
Truss Covers
Barricade Covers
Plexi Podiums
Event Lighting
Custom Gobos
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CUBE COLUMNS
Our Cube Columns add depth and dimension to your event. They can be used in
stage design, as a focal point area, room
decor and more. Available in 8’, 10’ or 12’
height, they are free standing and internally
lit with LED Par Cans.

HALF HOOP COLUMNS
Our fun PICASSOS can serve as a focal point for your event, an interesting stage element, or could even be
used to flank an entryway. They stand 10’ high and are internally lit and free-standing. What great way to add
energy and interest to your event.
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PICASSOS
Our fun PICASSOS can serve as a focal point for your event, an interesting stage element, or could even be
used to flank an entryway. They stand 10’ high and are internally lit and free-standing. What great way to add
energy and interest to your event.

CIRCLE CUBES
Circle Cubes are 2’ deep, and either 6’ or 8’. They can be internally lit and externality lit to create an
interesting 3D background. We can also print your logo inside the circle for an added branding opportunity.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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FRAMELESS LED LIGHT BOXES
Brand your event and impress attendees with Frameless LED Light
Boxes. They can be up to 15’ high, or seamless up to 10’ high. Available in 10’, 15’ or 20’ widths,. They are free standing and internally lit
with super-bright, perimeter LED lights.
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STEP AND REPEAT
RENTAL | PURCHASE

TENSION FRAME
Small Step-and-Repeat Media Backdrop
Easily transportable, this 8’x8’ fabric printed wall sets up in
seconds. Comes with it’s own travel bag.

CUSTOM FRAME
Medium Step-and-Repeat Media Backdrop
This fabric print and custom-shaped framing can enhance your
brand image and capture the attention of your customers.

PIPE AND BASE FRAME
Large Step-and-Repeat Media Backdrop
We have large printed fabric media backdrops, expertly printed
and installed. Available for any size event.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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RED ROPE + STANCHIONS
Red Rope and Stanchions easily helps to direct
traffic flow at your event. Each lux velvet red
rope is 8’ long and has polished silver fittings and
stanchions.

RED CARPET
Make an entrance with our 8’ extra-wide Red
Carpet. Creating a space for attendees and
special guests to take pictures and posts to
highlight your big event.
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WHITEOUT FLOORING
Give your stage a bright, clean look with our Whiteout Stage Carpet. Our Whiteout Flooring
comes in 6’ wide rolls pieced together for a seamless look.

BLACKOUT
FLOORING
Our glossy Blackout Stage Flooring
creates a custom look for your
modern stage. We can apply a
cut vinyl logo treatment for an
additional branding opportunity.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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STAGE SKIRTS
PRINTED STAGE SKIRTS

PLEXI STAGE SKIRTS

Take an opportunity to brand your event from

Our Plexi Stage Skirt is made with frosted plexi

stage! Our custom fabric Printed Stage Skirts can

panels and looks amazing with back lighting. A

have your logo or event graphics. They are bright

great, affordable way to customize your look. This

and crisp and can even be backlit for extra “pop”.

can also be branded with your cut vinyl logo.

FABRIC STAGE SKIRTS
Our Fabric Stage Skirts are available for rent in either black or white. We have
“full skirts” or “flat skirts” with loop velcro tops to afix to your stage.
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SOLID TRUSS COVERS
We have Black and White Truss Covers available for rent or sale. While our Black Truss Covers are used mostly
for masking, our White Truss Covers can be used to diffuse light for a decorative effect. We offer covers that
are tube-style, or with velcro sides. We also have end caps available.

PRINTED TRUSS COVERS
PRINTED TRUSS COVERS are a great way to
brand your event.These can be used on stage,
for an entryway, or even as directional signage.

RENTAL | PURCHASE

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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PRINTED + SOLID BARRICADE COVERS
We make CUSTOM PRINTED BARRICADE COVERS to customize your event. We have black bike rack
BARRICADE COVERS in stock and ready for your next event.

BRANDED PLEXI PODIUM
Our clear Plexi Podium is modern and sleek. It also gives you a chance to brand your event.
You can rent our Plexi Podium unbranded, or you can choose to have your logo printed on the podium.
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EVENT LIGHTING
We have simple LED Uplight Par Cans that can really transform your event
space. We can use them to light backdrops, scenic elements, or create
ambiance in a room with a simple wall wash.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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CUSTOM GOBOS
Custom Gobos are a great way to brand your event. We offer single-color metal gobos and colorful glass
gobos. Project your image on any flat surface either floor, ceiling, or backdrop. A great way to customize
your event without breaking the bank.
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TECHNICAL BACKDROPS
Matterhorns
Austrian
Honeycomb
Swoop Panels
Sharkstooth Scrim
LED Star Drop
Inferno Panels
Line Curtain
Proscenium
Bi-parting Traveller
Black Velour
White Cyclorama
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MATTERHORNS
These beautiful pieces are strong and tall
reaching up to new heights. Standing 10’, 12’,
and 14’ high Matterhorns make a great scenic
design for your next big event.
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AUSTRIANS
Our Austrian Curtains provide a stunning backdrop. Austrian Curtains work especially well
for Christmas events, awards ceremonies, and other elegant gatherings.
We have two large curtains that come in panels that velcro together:
Iridescent Austrian Curtain - 12’ wide x 30’ high panels
White Satin Austrian Curtain - 6’ wide x 14’ high panels

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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HONEYCOMB

This original backdrop is one of a kind. This 3D curtain is 4” thick and 20’x20’. Multiple
HONEYCOMB BACKDROPS can be joined together to make a larger piece.
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SWOOP PANELS
Swoop Panels are elegant and simple. Each Swoop Panel spans 10’ wide and 15’ high.
They can be layered or used side-by-side.

SHARKSTOOTH SCRIM

When lit properly, our Sharkstooth Scrim can appear either opaque or transparent. These
effects are then used to perform conceals and reveals on stage.  It can also be used to create
the illusion of distance. Our Sharkstooth Scrim is white and measures 25’ high and 40’ wide
with grommets and ties on top.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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LED STAR DROP
Our LED Star Backdrop creates a
magical scene. Each backdrop is
20’x30’ and can be hung either
way. They can be combined for a
larger backdrop. Each drop uses
two elecrical fixtures.
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INFERNO PANELS
Our Infero Panels draw attention because they create an unusual visual effect. They can
be used by themselves as a transparent backdrop to create an etherial look. They can
also be layered with a solid backdrop. Panels can be joined together to create a larger
piece. Each panel measures 5’ wide and 15’ high.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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LINE CURTAIN
Our Line curtain is a beautiful and simple way to bring drama to your event. Our Line Curtains are
white, but can be illuminated with uprights to become any color. Line Curtains come in 30” sections
and are either 10’ or 12’ long. We can put Line Curtains on curved frames for a chandelier effect, or
they can be used straight for a subtle effect on a White Flat.

PROSCENIUM
Frame your stage with a beautiful draping proscenium. The top and
side sections can be used separately. Each top swoop is 4’ and can be
joined together to span your stage.
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BI-PARTING TRAVELER
Our Bi-Parting Traveler Track is made for the road.
Spanning 40’, with each drop 25’ wide and 25’
high. The drape can operates with a single-side or
double-side pull rope.

BLACK BACKDROP
Our ever-useful Black Velour Backdrop is made from 14
oz. IFR velour. It measures 40’Wx25’H with grommets
on top. A chain can be added on the bottom hem.

WHITE CYCLORAMA
Our seamless White Cyc is made of IFR
muslin fabric. It spans 40’ wide and is 25’
high and has grommets on top for ties.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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STRETCH SHAPES
Our Stretch Shapes can be used
as as projection surfaces, stage
designs, ceiling treatments,
focal points for room decor. The
possibilities are limitless.
We have in stock:
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•

Triangles

•

Squares

•

Rectangles

•

Circles

•

Columns

•

Flats

•

Tiles

CUSTOM PROP SHOP
Custom Lettering
Custom Props
Commercial Christmas Deco
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CUSTOM LETTERING
We can create Custom Lettering for your next event. The white foam
lettering takes light well so that it will take on any color. They could also be
painted, coated, or stained.
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CUSTOM PROPS
We can create Custom Props from metal, foam, wood, fabric and more. Our
creative team can create just about anything you can imagine.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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COMMERCIAL CHRISTMAS DECO

GIANT TREE

Show your Christmas spirit with our
Commercial Christmas Tree reaching up to
26’ High. It comes complete with 20,000
LED lights, large ornaments, and topped
with a 4’ Star.

LED BIRCH TREES

Create a winter wonder land with our LED
Birch Trees. Group them together for a
magical little forest. We have 5’, 6’, and 7’
high trees.
46 |

OVERSIZE WREATHS
THICK GARLAND

Our Commercial Wreaths are 2’, 3’ and 5’ wide.
Decorated to the hilt, our wreaths are a great
way to show your Christmas spriit.

LED STARS

Our inflatable LED Stars can bring a magical
element to your event. Measuring 2’, 4’ and 6’
high, they are internally lit.

www.bluenovadesigns.com

EVENT BRANDING
Registration Booths
Entry Archways
Branded Plexi Podium
LED Light Boxes
Printed Backdrops
Printed Flooring
Printed Table Covers
Cube + Hoop Columns
Aerial Hanging Banners
Directional Signage
GOBOS
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REGISTRATION BOOTHS
Perfect for any conference, meeting, fundraiser or seminar. Give your
attendees a familiar place to start. Customize your Registration with:
• LED Printed Back Walls
• Printed Counters
• Printed Table Covers
• Rope and Stanchions
• Directional Signage
They are available for rent with your custom graphics, or you can purchase
your own booth with graphics.

PURCHASE | RENTAL
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ENTRY ARCHWAY
Show everyone where the action is with our
Custom Printed Entry Ways. Our Entry Ways are
great for small and large events, place one at the
main entrace, or one for each breakout room.

PURCHASE | RENTAL

BRANDED PLEXI PODIUM

Our clear Plexi Podium is a way to make your event modern looking. You can rent it unbranded, or you can
choose to have your logo printed on the podium.

PURCHASE | RENTAL

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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LED LIGHT BOXES
Our Framless LED Light Boxes are bright so your message really pops. They measure from 6’ up to 15’ high
and can span from 6’ to 20’ wide. These are great for hotel decor, stage backdrops, trade show booths, and
registration booths. You can rent the frames and receive your own custom print.
RENTAL | PURCHASE
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GRAND FORMAT PRINTED BACKDROP
Our Grand Format Printed Backdrops are a great way to make sure that every attendee sees your brand. The
fabric is non-shiny matte and is virtually wrinkle-free. This IFR fabric backdrop is seamless up to 10’ and can be
ground supported up to 20’H.
RENTAL | PURCHASE

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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PRINTED FLOORING
We can print on floor decals, carpet and vinyl flooring.
It could be just the right thing to:
• Brand your company or product
• Provide directional signage for your event
• Create buzz about a sale, or a special offer

PRINTED TABLE COVERS
Our printed fabric table covers are versatile and endlessly useful. Our prints are
guaranteed vivid and crisp. Plus they are washable and durable. We offer:
• Printed Fitted Covers
• Printed Throw Covers
• Printed Stretch Covers
• Printed Table Runners

Fitted Cover

Table Runner

Stretch Cover
52 |
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Highboy

Throw Cover

CUBE COLUMNS
HOOP COLUMNS
Cube Columns and Hoop Columns are a
simple and easy way to brand your event.
They can even be used as directional
signage. Our columns are ground supported
up to 18’H.
Our Columns can be internally lit with LED
lights. Your custom print is created on
stretch fabric to create a clean, smooth look.
We can provide the frames for rent or for
purchase.
RENTAL | PURCHASE

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE
Directional Signage is a must for corporate events to easily provide guidance to attendees.

RENTAL | PURCHASE

DIRECTIONAL CUBES
Our DIRECTIONAL CUBES hold a lot of information
since you can print on each side surface of the cube.

EASLES

EASLES are the simplest and most affordable
directional signage. Our 20x30 posters are printed on
corrugated chloroplast. They are durable and bright.

TENSION FRAMES
TENSION FRAMES are flat double-sided and made of
printed stretch fabric.
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AERIAL HANGING BANNERS
Aerial Hanging Banners bring attention to your event from all over the room. We
print vivid, crisp images on tension fabric for a smooth, wrinkle-free look. They can be
printed with a bottom shade fabric or as an open shape.
We can print in all shapes and
sizes:
• Rectangle
• Circle
• Tapered Circle
• Pinwheel
• Football-Shaped
• Square
• Concave Square
• Triangle
• Tapered Triangle

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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BANNER STANDS

Banner Stands are a great way to show your brand message. They are affordable,
portable and easy to use.

ROLLOUT BANNERS

Rollout Banners are light-weight, easy-to-use, versitile.
Our banners stands are crisp and vibrant. Measuring
from 24” to 36” wide and up to 72” high.

TENSION FABRIC

Tension Fabric Stands are crisp, clean and a great
way to display your brand. you can even use tension
fabric stands for trade show booth walls.

FRAMELESS LED LIGHTBOXES
Frameless LED Light Boxes are a great way to show
your brand. Being internally lit, they garner attention
in a subtle and eye-catching way.
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EVENT DECOR
Grand Chandelier
Cut Chandeliers
Line Chandeliers
Plexi Cube Tables
Italian String Lights
Hanging Cubes
Hanging Orbs
Ceiling Drapes
Drum Shades
Crystal Curtains
LED Stars
Christmas Decor
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GRAND CHANDELIER

Our impressive GRAND CHANDELIER is an impressive centerpiece to
any elegant event. Measuring 10’ wide by 10’ deep by 6’ high, it instantly
transforms a room into a glamorous affair.It works great when paired with a
center ceiling drape treatment.
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CUT CHANDELIERS

LINE CHANDELIERS

These modern CUT CHANDLIERS are great for
amp up the glamour at your event. Created as a
silhouette design, they are externally lit with colored
lights.

Our LINE CHANDLIERS are a beautiful and
simple way to bring drama to your event. Our Line
Chandliers are white, but can be illuminated with
uprights to become any color. They measure 6’,
8’, or 10’ long. They can measure 2’, 4’ 6’ or 8’ in
diameter.

ITALIAN STRING LIGHTS

Dress up your event with ITALIAN STRING LIGHTS for a subtle and elegant
effect. Italian String Lights can hang from above, be added to decor, or
behind pipe and drape. ITALIAN STRING LIGHTS are a great solution to
provide ambient lighting.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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HANGING CUBES

HANGING ORBS

HANGING CUBES hung above the crowd can create
HANGING ORBS are a great way to provide event
an intimate atmosphere in a large ballroom. These
lighting in such a classy and fun way. These simple
simple fixtures hung from above are lit internally with
fixtures hung from above are lit internally with LED
LED lights the color can be changed to fit your event. lights the color can be changed to fit your event. Our
Use them through out the room, above bars, or above Hanging Orbs create just the right amount of ambient
table seating.
lighting for your event.
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DRUM SHADES

CEILING DRAPES

Perfect for an important dinner, Blue Nova’s DRUM
SHADES create just the right touch to make everyone
feel involved and connected. With internal lights,
DRUM SHADES come in two sizes:
• Small - 7’ top, 9’ bottom
• Large - 11’ top, 13’ bottom

Our impressive Grand Chandelier is an stunning
centerpiece. Measuring 10’ wide by 10’ deep by 6’
high, it instantly transforms a room into a glamorous
affair. It works great when paired with a center ceiling
drape treatment.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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PLEXI CUBE TABLES
Our PLEXI CUBE TABLES bring some luxurious
ambient lighting to create a fun and swanky
atmosphere. It pairs well with our modular scenic
decor and event furniture.

VIP LOUNGE
Create a luxurious space for your top clients, a green room, or a VIP
area with our VIP LOUNGE. To create a VIP LUNGE AREA we use:
• White Flats
• Scenic Tiles
• LED Plexi Tables
• Event Furniture
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CRYSTAL CURTAINS
CRYSTAL CURTAINS give your event some sparkle
and energy. Our CRYSTAL CURTAINS are 30” wide
by 10’ high.

LED STARS
Bring the stars to you with our illuminated LED STARS. These inflatable
LED STARS are hung from above and come in several sizes measuring
3’, 4’ and 5’ high.

www.bluenovadesigns.com
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PO Box 681046 | Franklin, TN | 37068
615.465.2424
info@bluenovadesigns.com

EVENT RENTAL + FABRICATION + DESIGN
Corporate Events, Concert Tours and Trade Shows
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